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BROADLEAF
WEEDING
with Yates Weed 'n' Feed
Granular

I decided to give this a go as I always have
trouble with Hose-on type weed & feeds.
I applied the recommended 1 kg (20
handfuls) over every 15 square metres,
didnt water for 2 days as directed, also
had some rain which helped.
Early results are good, my lawn greened up
great, with a lot of growth.
Some weeds are taking longer to die off
than others. As recommended I will give it
another go in 6 weeks and see the results.

HEDGING

What is Your Hedge For?

Working out what you need is the first step
to getting the perfect hedge.
- Are you looking for privacy?
- To create an alternative to a fence?
- As a backdrop in your garden beds?
- Maybe a garden edge?
- Or as a way of creating features & spaces
in your garden?
Hedges can be both beautiful and
practical.
Once you decide on the reason, you can
start to make your choice of hedge plant.
Speak with your local nursery for advice on
plants that will thrive in your area.
Whatever the reason for your hegde,
remember you will need to be prepared to
keep it trimmed.
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EDGING

How to trim lawn edges perfectly
every time!

Have you been wondering how to or
continuously trying to get the perfect
edges with your lawn? Are you putting in all
the hard work and sweat trimming only to
look back and see grass still standing up in
the internal corners of your garden beds
and fence posts, just out of reach of your
trimmers cord?
Everyone has the problem of the grass
growing up in the internal corners of fence
posts, garden beds, in corners of buildings
etc. just out of reach when trimming, which
means they are not able to be trimmed
with cord trimmers (also called - line
trimmers, whipper snippers, brush cutters,
string trimmers, lawn edgers).
That’s why a solution has been created
called EzySNIP! As the great folks at
EzySNIP say ‘it’s the little tool that does
the bending for you’ – now solves that
problem permanently by forcing the
annoying grass hiding just out of reach to
grow within reach of your trimmer cord
allowing for easy cutting of your lawn
edges around garden beds, fence posts
and more.
EzySNIP is the tool you need, if you’re
after an easy way to trim that annoying
grass as you go, this little tool will meet
your needs of an amazing lawn with very
little effort on your part.
You can find out more about EzySNIP at
www.ezysnip.com.au.
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Get yours for

Only $2 each

